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A Kochen-Specker inequality is presented, which enables a test for contextual hidden-variable
models at low experimental error rates. This is achieved by formulating the concept of “probabilistic
contextuality”, possible to use in non-ideal experiments. Assuming that the errors are independent,
an explicit error bound of 1.057% is derived, below which a Kochen-Specker contradiction occurs
for a certain set of vectors.
The description of quantum-mechanical processes by
hidden variables is a subject being actively researched at
present. The interest can be traced to topics where re-
cent improvements in technology has made testing and
using quantum processes possible. Research in this eld
is usually intended to provide insight into whether, how,
and why quantum processes are dierent from classical
processes. Here, the presentation will be restricted to
the question whether there is a possibility of describing a
certain quantum system using a non-contextual hidden-
variable model or not. A non-contextual hidden-variable
model would be a model where the result of a specic
measurement does not depend on the context, i.e., what
other measurements that are simultaneously performed
on the system. It is already known that for perfect mea-
surements (perfect alignment, no measurement errors),
no non-contextual model exists. These results can be
traced to the work of Gleason [1], but a conceptually
simpler proof was given by Kochen and Specker (KS) [2].
In a real experimental setup, there will be measure-
ment errors, for instance misalignments of the measure-
ment device(s). Recently, Meyer, Kent, and Clifton
(MKC) [3] have presented arguments where these mis-
alignments are said to nullify the KS theorem, by claim-
ing that the actual set of vectors along which the mea-
surements are performed does not contain the set of vec-
tors used in the proof of the KS theorem. A set of unit
vectors is constructed which is dense on the sphere, but
nevertheless contains no set of vectors usable in the KS
theorem. In [4], it is argued that the continuity of the
quantum-mechanical statistics at small variations of the
measurement operator restores the conclusion of the KS
theorem, and this is strengthened in [5] by a quantum-
mechanical analysis of measurement errors (for other sim-
ilar approaches see [6]).
Here, an analysis will be performed using standard
probability theory, where the hidden variable λ is a
point in a probabilistic space , and sets in this space
(\events") have a probability given by the probability
measure P . The measurement results are described by
random variables (RVs) Xi(λ), which take their values in
the value space V .
The KS theorem uses measurements on a quantum-
mechanical system consisting of a spin-1 particle. On
this system, it is possible to simultaneously measure the
square of the spin components along three orthogonal
vectors (this is allowed by quantum mechanics, because
the measurement operators commute). The quantum-
mechanical predictions are that two of the results will be
1 while the third will be 0 (so V = f0, 1g). Only this
quantum-mechanical property of the system will be used
in what follows, and the choice of notation is intended to
avoid confusion with quantum-mechanical notation. In a
non-contextual hidden-variable model describing the sys-
tem, the measurement result along one of the axes should
not depend on the directions of the two other orthogonal
axes.
In the proof of the KS theorem, a nite number of or-
thonormal triads of vectors are used, interconnected by
rotations, so that some vectors are contained in more
than one triad. This set (a \KS set of triads") and the





















In this set there are n vectors forming N distinct orthog-
onal triads where some vectors are present in more than
one triad, establishing in total M connections by rotation
around a vector. To describe the measurement results,
RVs are used so that formally the results are





which can take the results 0 or 1. The RV X1 is associated
with x, X2 with y, and X3 with z; in a non-contextual
hidden-variable model, X1 would not depend on the ar-
guments y and z, for example (see below). To shorten
the notation, the following symmetries of the measure-
ment results are assumed to hold (the proofs go through
without the symmetry, but grow notably in size):
X1(x,y, z, λ) = X2(z,x,y, λ) = X3(y, z,x, λ). (3)
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The KS theorem may now be stated.
Theorem 1: (Kochen-Specker) Given a KS set of vector
triads EKS, the following two prerequisites cannot hold
simultaneously for any λ
(i) Non-contextuality. For any pair of triads in EKS
related by a rotation around a vector, the result
along that vector is not changed by the rotation.
For example,
X1(x,y, z, λ) = X1(x,y0, z0, λ).
(ii) Quantum-mechanical results. For any triad in EKS,
the sum of the results is two, i.e.,∑
i
Xi(x,y, z, λ) = 2.
The full proof of the Kochen-Specker (KS) theorem will
not be stated here, but a recapitulation of the basic ideas
is highly useful in what follows. The proof is by contra-
diction; assume that Theorem 1 (i{ii) holds for some λ,
and use (ii) to assign values to Xi(e1, e2, e3, λ). Now, ro-
tate using (i) to yield X1(e1, e4, e5, λ), and use (ii) to as-
sign values to X2(e1, e4, e5, λ) and X3(e1, e4, e5, λ). Ro-
tate again, and continue. The value for many RVs at later
triads in the set will be determined by (i) and previous
assignments, so there will be less choices as we continue.
For example in [7], only four choices are needed to x the
values of all the vectors in the set. Now, when we arrive
at the last triad in EKS, all three values will already be
xed by (i) and previous assignments so that∑
i
Xi(en−2, en−1, en, λ) 6= 2, (4)
in contradiction to (ii). This will occur whatever choices
we make in our assignments (when we are free to make
choices), which completes the proof of the KS theorem.
If measurement errors are introduced, these occur as
(i) changes in the results along the axis vector when ro-
tating, or (ii) deviations from the sum 2. This may now
be used to avoid the contradiction arising in the proof of
the KS theorem. With a large error rate, there will be no
contradiction. The following statement quanties this in
the size of the error probabilities (note the similarities of
(i-ii) in Theorems 1 and 2).
Theorem 2: (Kochen-Specker inequality) Given a KS
set of N vector triads EKS with M interconnections by
rotation, if
Mδ + N < 1,
the following two bounds cannot hold simultaneously.
(i) “Rotation” error bound. For any pair of triads in
EKS related by a rotation around a vector, the set of
λs where the result along that vector is not changed
by the rotation is probabilistically large (has prob-
ability greater than 1− δ). For example,
P
({
λ : X1(x,y, z, λ) = X1(x,y0, z0, λ)
})
 1− δ.
(ii) “Sum” error bound. For any triad in EKS, the set
of λs where the sum of the results is two is proba-











































































The last expression is strictly positive when Mδ+N <
1, while the intersection set in the rst probability at the
top is empty by Theorem 1, i.e., the probability has to
be zero. We have a contradiction. 
The theorem is intended to be valid in situations where
occasionally no result is obtained from the measurement
device. In the proof, this is underlined by the explicit
use of complement ({) rather than simply using 6= in-
2
stead of =. For example, the probability in (ii) is to
be read as \the probability of obtaining results for all
three Xi and that the sum is two." In other words it is
possible to avoid using the no-enhancement assumption
in Theorem 2, but unfortunately inecient detector de-
vices would contribute no-detection events to both the
error rates δ and , which puts a rather high demand
on experimental equipment. While the no-enhancement
assumption can be used in inecient setups, this may
weaken the statement (cf. a similar argument for the GHZ
paradox [8]).
The error rate  is the probability of getting an er-
ror in the sum (both non-detections and the wrong sum
are errors here), not the probability of getting an error
in an individual result. This makes it easy to extract 
from experimental data, since the raw data may be used
without ltering, auxiliary assumptions, or calculation.
Unfortunately, the errors that arise in rotation are not
available in the experimental data so it is not possible to
estimate the size of δ (note that it is not even meaningful
to discuss δ in quantum mechanics). It is possible to use
 to obtain a bound for δ:
Corollary 3 (Kochen-Specker inequality) Given a KS
set of N vector triads EKS with M interconnections by
rotation, if Theorem 2 (i-ii) hold, then
δ  1−N
M
Obviously, a small EKS set (small N and M) is bet-
ter, yielding a higher bound for δ for a given  (for a few
dierent KS sets, see [2,7,9]).
In an inexact experiment yielding a large  one ex-
pects the error rate δ to be large as well, whereas the
bound in Theorem 3 will be low because of the large .
A model for this inexact experiment may then be said to
be \probabilistically non-contextual"; the measurement
error rate is large enough to allow the changes arising
in rotation to be explained as natural errors in the in-
exact measurement device, rather than being fundamen-
tally contextual. For a better experiment yielding a low
 one also expects δ to be low, but here the bound in
Theorem 3 is higher. In a hidden-variable model of this
experiment, the changes arising in rotation occur at an
unexpectedly high rate which cannot be explained as due
to measurement errors, and a model of this type may be
said to be \probabilistically contextual".
The \probabilistic" non-contextuality presented above
is weaker than the one used in Theorem 1 (i); even if
δ = 0 the concept is somewhat weaker, because in this
case there may be points where the model is contextual
in the strict sense, but since the probability of that set is
0 the event that we have one of these contextual λs will
(almost) never happen.
To enable a general statement, the proof of Theorem 2
does not make any assumptions on independence of the
errors, but it is possible to give a more quantitative
bound for the error rate by introducing independence
(for simplicity, at 100% detector eciency).
Corollary 4 (KS inequality for independent errors):
Assuming that the errors are independent at the rate r,
both δ and  are given by r, and Theorem 2 (i-ii) cannot
hold simultaneously if
M(2r − 2r2) + N(3r − 5r2 + 3r3) < 1.
Proof: In the case of independent errors at the rate r,




λ : X1(x,y, z, λ) = X1(x,y0, z0, λ)
})
= P (no errors) + P (flip on both X1’s)
= (1− r)2 + r2






Xi(x,y, z, λ) = 2
})
= P (no errors) + P (flip of the 0 and one 1)
= (1− r)3 + 2(1− r)r2
= 1− (3r − 5r2 + 3r3). (7)
The probabilities of these sets are not independent, so
from this point on we cannot use independence. The
inequality above then follows easily from Theorem 2. 
An expression on the form r < f(N, M) can now be
derived from Corollary 4, but this complicated expres-
sion is not central to the present paper. One important
observation is that again, to obtain a contradiction for
high error rates (r), a small EKS set is needed (small N
and M). Unfortunately, the error rate needs to be very
low, e.g., in the EKS in [7], r needs to be below 1.057%
for a contradiction to occur in Corollary 4. For a spe-
cic EKS it would be possible to perform a more detailed
analysis (see e.g. [7]), but this is lengthy and will not
be done here. Please note that there is no experimen-
tal check whether the assumption of independent errors
holds or not. While the errors in the sum may be pos-
sible to check, it is not possible to extract what errors
are present in the rotations or check for independence of
those errors.
A short discussion of loopholes is appropriate here.
Aside from using non-standard probability theory [10] or
unmeasurable sets [11], an interesting loophole is whether
it is at all possible to use the triads in the KS set, i.e.,
if the RVs Xi are at all dened for all the vectors in
EKS. This is where the argument of MKC [3] enters as
a proposal and subsequent construction of a model. The
construction consists of a dense subset of vectors on the
unit sphere that does not contain any KS set. Results are
assigned to this set so that only the vector along which
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the measurement is made is needed to x the value of
the RV. Because we cannot specify the alignment of our
measurement device to arbitrary precision, and because
the MKC subset is dense, we may as well obtain values
from the MKC model as from the quantum predictions
on the KS set.
This model is argued to be non-contextual, and in-
deed, Theorem 2 is not more applicable to this model
than Theorem 1. However, this is because the model
is constructed to disallow the kind of result comparisons
present in the definition of contextuality used here. The
set fλ : X1(x,y, z, λ) = X1(x,y0, z0, λ)g is empty but
not because the results are the same for the two dier-
ent settings; there are no vectors that can be inserted
as arguments. This becomes even more clear looking at
fλ : X1(x,y, z, λ) 6= X1(x,y0, z0, λ)g which is also empty,
for the same reason [12]. Thus, it may be argued that the
MKC model neither is contextual, nor non-contextual;
the concept of contextuality (as stated here) does not
apply to this model, since the comparisons in Theorem 1
and 2 (i) are excluded.
An immediate response to this is to state that the
model is non-contextual on the level of the assignment of
values to the RVs; only the vector along which the mea-
surement is made is needed to x the value of the RV.
Consider now a measurement device as depicted in Fig-
ure 1, presumably applied to a spin-1 system. Since The-
orem 2 is applicable to this measurement device with the
indices of the vectors as inputs and 0 and 1 as outputs, a
hidden-variable model of this measurement device must
be probabilistically contextual at low error rate . The
non-contextual model for the spin-1 system must now
be augmented with a model of the particle-measurement
device interaction. This latter model, describing what
vectors in the MKC subset are actually used for a cer-
tain input triad (i, j, k) then has to be (probabilistically)
contextual so that the MKC vector associated with i (i.e.,
associated with ei) will depend on the two other inputs























FIG. 1. A Kochen-Specker experimental device. Inputs are the setting indices (i, j, k), and outputs are Xm taking the value
0 or 1, so that
∑
mXm = 2.
Therefore, either (a) the MKC model is neither contex-
tual nor non-contextual which renders Theorems 1 and 2
unusable, or (b) the MKC model is non-contextual at the
level of describing the spin-1 particle but then it must be
(probabilistically) contextual in addition at the level of
describing of the particle-measurement device interaction
at a low error rate .
To conclude, for any hidden-variable model we have a




Here, N is the number of triads in EKS and M is the
number of connections within EKS. A proof using few
triads with few connections is not only easier to under-
stand, but is also essential to yield a bound usable in
real experiments. At a large error rate , probabilisti-
cally non-contextual models cannot be ruled out, since
the changes of the results arising in rotation can be at-
tributed to measurement errors. However, a small error
rate  will force any hidden-variable description of the
physical system to be probabilistically contextual.
If the assumption of independent errors is used, an ex-
plicit bound can be determined for the error rate r:
M(2r − 2r2) + N(3r − 5r2 + 3r3) < 1, (9)
which is possible to write on the form r < f(N, M). Be-
low the bound, we have a KS contradiction. Again, a
small KS set is better than a large one, yielding a con-
tradiction at a higher r. For example, for the KS set in
[7], r needs to be below 1.057% to yield a contradiction.
While writing this paper, the author learned from
C. Simon that a similar approach was in preparation by
him, C. Brukner, and A. Zeilinger [13].
The author would like to thank A. Kent for discussions.
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